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CONCERNE – OPEN LETTER FOR ALL: Its not just words that people say on the Escalating Situations in the USA and other countries – this is a letter of action, impactful helpful, tasks and solutions for you, with you, for all – as only together is better as we are on this globe as ONE ...

Honorable Global State Members, Your Excellencies, &
Dear valuable Population around the Globe,

We are globally united as one, all black lives matter, as a matter of fact all lives matter and not everything can be solved just with money – Crime, violence (incl. domestic violence), corruption and war not only destroy people, property and environment, but also society, values and their minds, hearts and souls, leaving behind long-standing pain and suffering – so stop the race as life is a journey and not a competition and human lives are not a play ball, as time is ticking and we have no reason anymore for more fear, damages, insecurity, displacements, hunger, deaths and other negative related matters, as enough is enough as everyone on this globe is valued, and they deserve love, peace & justice, no matter their culture, race, nationality or religion as we are on this globe as humans, as ONE!

Its high time to learn from the mistakes as we need to be real, (and not just for one face and/or one pocket) and stick together, spread sustainable faith, help, straightening, hope, love, peace, justice and togetherness for new stable, sustainable growth and more efficient, innovative, impactful and faster ways of implementations of change – for today, for the future but as well for the next generations to come ...
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS
CHIL DEFENCE
CIVIL PROTECTION
HUMANITARIAN AID
EDUCATION + INNOVATION + PEACE
"OUR ULTIMATE GOAL IS TO PROTECT THE POPULATION – TO SAVE, RESCUE AND EMPOWER LIVES, WITH INNOVATIVE, MORE EFFICIENT, POWERFUL SUSTAINABLE FOOTPRINTS"

***

"WHEN WE OVERCOME, TOGETHER AS ONE – PROTECT AND HELP EACH OTHER – THE WORLD WILL KNOW PEACE AND JOY – SO EVERYONE WILL RECEIVE HIS/HER DIGNIFIED PLACE"

Quote of the President in of Global Office of GLOBAL UNION & its permanent Mission, H.E. S. F. Houmard

Yes we are in a difficult time, but this time has so many positive outcomes and don’t let fear and insecurity lead your life. The time span was now too long for us to just look away and hold on and watch all the power being shifted to climate change and/or to commemorate on old stories and forget to include the difficult tasks, solutions and guidelines for “humanity, solidarity, new stable growth and the security of human lives” - which we already knew we had to impose change on the workforce a long time ago, but only postpone it and/or put the power and money on years of political debates without a useful outcome which serve humanity in solidarity globally - security must be everywhere in a balanced act.

The death of George Floyd in Minneapolis, United States on May 25, 2020, is not the first act of a few police officer’s violence (what make other law enforcement officers and guards, which acting correctly, appear in a bad light) leading to the death of an African-American man by a member of the police – sadly it is unlikely to be the last in the United States or elsewhere. Immobilized by a tackle on the ground, the police officer puts pressure from his knee on the neck of the father of two daughters. In this sense, and in condolence to all people killed globally (all victims of police and/or guard killings but as well all victims of civil society killings – as both side has its family members), we do not support the criminal actions on both sides - because on both sides we have to work on and solve the problems more than ever.

Having become the symbol of police violence and racism in the institution, George Floyd’s death by asphyxiation caused many demonstrations, movements (Black Lives Matter, born in 2013 under the same conditions) and riots in the country. Confrontations erupted between demonstrators and police forces even in front of the White House.

In Europe, Paris sees a demonstration launched by the Committee in support of Adama Traoré’s family of at least 20,000 people; and Switzerland, Bern sees an investigative hearing as part of an inquiry into the death of a Nigerian in Lausanne in February 2018. In this context, of exacerbated violence, the “GLOBAL UNION (GU) & its permanent Mission to the global Safety of Nations and their People”, the “GU’s Global Women & Youth Association Affairs” and together with our official GU’s Agency “SILLAGE Association” condemns all violence in demonstrations that lead to chaos, and that obscure the real struggles that lead to Justice.

It is for this reason that GU & its Permanent Mission and related GU-GHCF and SILLAGE Association signs the open letter (UN Human Rights Council) launched by members of George Floyd’s family and many other families around the globe also from other cultures which experienced already displacements, racism, violence and other negative related matters too, to show its support for the idea that no one can overstep their obligations to respect human rights - not even States, and that this struggle is essential for Justice and Peace.

As you know, we have seen natural disasters bring enough displacements, poverty, diseases and deaths. In this sense and in general, crime, violence, corruption, racism, displacement and related death have no place in our community and on the side of the law enforcement officers – so neutral and efficient investigations on both sides are needed – as
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both sides need to be safe. So stop the provocations, attacks against the community and as well on the law enforcement officers and/or guards (as the racist and criminal minded people which not would to listen, need to be arrested and/or sus-
pended - and this on both side) – be part or fell apart - so talk to each other and raise your voice in a friendly and respectful way, stop the demonstrations and criminal activities and damages which is truly just a waste of time and put your energy into education, in helping and empower each other, respect, love your neighbors, as cultural diversity and educated society is needed.

So we encourage you to start peaceful global 1 to 3 month/s workshops-labs (this parallel to your work and/or tasks) as a community with cultural diversities, law enforcement officers, lawyers, entrepreneurs, political and non-political members … – come together as ONE (physically and/or virtually - in your country, city, region and bring tangible solu-
tions to the table and send it to the email address yoursuggestions@gu-ghcf.org - because we hear you, watch, listen and will see what we can work out as solutions, directives and implement it under GU's global and neutral lead in a balanced way – as only together we are strong and together is better. for you, with you, for all ...

In the meantime, we kindly ask you to accept, the expression of our most respectful tributes, stay safe and healthy.

H. M. Bitjula Mahinda (Prof.)
National Deputy of the Democratic Republic of Congo and
Presidential Head of GU's Council of Global Ambassadors Affairs
and GU's Ambassador in the Democratic R. of Congo

P. Sefokosha
Member of GU's Global Women & Youth Association,
Social & Peace Affairs and Presidential Head of GU's
Global Humanitarian & Charity Operation Affairs